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It´s a jungle out there!

1. Periódicos predatórios
2. Article spinning
3. Métricas enganosas
4. Paper mills (fábricas de artigos)
5. Sequestro de periódicos
6. Vanity press (publicações de vaidade)
7. Pseudociência e Junk science
8. Falsos congressos
9. No Brasil
10. Mensagem para as “presas”



Periódicos predatórios





From: OMICS Group Inc., [authorproof-openaccess@omicsonline.org]
Sent: Friday, 27 June 2014 11:15 PM
To: [Redacted]
Subject: [Redacted]_Author proof & Invoice
Manuscript Details:
Journal Title: Journal of Antivirals & Antiretrovirals
Title: [Redacted]
Corresponding Author: Dr. [Redacted]
Dear Dr. [Redacted],
Herewith we are sending the Author proof & Invoice of [Redacted]. Check the proof carefully and return within 48 hours. Please 
arrange to make the payment within two weeks.
* If you fail to send the corrections within 48 hours, we may assume that you agreed to publish without corrections.
OMICS Group successfully running 300 Open Access journals and 100 more scientific conferences (per year) in different disciplines with
the support from 30,000 well qualified editorial board members. We are the proud partner in making healthcare and scientific 
information Open Access.
If you need more information, please do not hesitate to contact us.
On behalf of Journal of Antivirals & Antiretrovirals ,
With best regards for your ongoing research.
Joseph Marreddy
Journal of Antivirals & Antiretrovirals ,
731 Gull Ave, Foster City
CA 94404, USA
Phone: +1- 650-268-9744
Fax: +1-650-618-1414
Toll Free: +1-800-216-6499



—–Original Message—–
From: [Redacted]
Sent: Sunday, June 29, 2014 5:17 PM
To: OMICS Group Inc.,
Subject: RE: [Redacted]_Authorproof & Invoice
Dear Mr Mareddy,
Thank you for this however I must admit to being completely taken aback regarding the invoice. This was a solicited review 
and it was never mentioned that a cost would be incurred to me or my fellow authors for publication. I am not in a position 
to pay this sum and am considering withdrawing the article from JAA.
Please do NOT assume that I agree to publication without correction as I do not.
I have been in touch with the editorial assistant who originally invited me to write the review, Gracia, but have not yet heard 
back from her.
If I do not hear within the next 48 hours that the fee will not be charged I shall have to withdraw my submission.
Kind regards,
[Redacted]



From: OMICS Group Inc., [authorproof-openaccess@omicsonline.org]
Sent: Tuesday, 8 July 2014 11:05 PM
To: [Redacted]
Subject: RE: [Redacted]_Regarding manuscript
Dear Dr. [Redacted],
Warm greetings!!
Initially sorry for the inconvenience caused.
Mam, we initially inform you we cannot let you withdraw the manuscript as it published online and more over assigned with DIO number. 
We would like to inform you that article processing charges are mentioned in the homepage of our website and also in Instructions for 
authors. kindly follow the link “http://omicsonline.org/index.php”
http://omicsonline.org/instructionsforauthors-antivirals-antiretrovirals-open-access.php”
However considering your mail as special we would like to provide discount on publication fee. we provide you 20% discount on fee. now 
you are asked to pay 2179$ as fee.
Hope the amendment made will satisfy you and will support us by paying the fee. Mam, as you are aware of the fact that ours is an Open 
Access and does not receive any kind of financial support. As we solely depend upon gracious contributions made from generous authors like 
you. we request kindly support us by paying the fee.
We look forward to receive an positive reply .
If you need more information, please do not hesitate to contact us.
On behalf of Journal of Antivirals & Antiretrovirals ,
With best regards for your ongoing research.
Joseph Marreddy
Journal of Antivirals & Antiretrovirals ,
731 Gull Ave, Foster City
CA 94404, USA
Phone: +1- 650-268-9744
Fax: +1-650-618-1414
Toll Free: +1-800-216-6499



From: [Redacted]
Sent: Thursday, July 10, 2014 12:33 AM
To: Beall, Jeffrey
Subject: OMICS group invoice.
FW: [Redacted] Regarding manuscript
Dear Jeffrey,
I am a [Redacted] researcher from [Redacted].
I recently received an invitation to write an article for the “Journal of antivirals and antiretrovirals” from OMICS group. I googled Omics but 
unfortunately at that time, did not look far enough down the page beyond their website etc to see other negative things that have been written 
about them.
In the original invitation from an “editorial assistant” there was no mention of a fee but there was a link to the website which they said would 
provide more details. I did not at the time follow it. Looking at it now on the website there is one tab with one heading (author instructions) in 
which the fees are mentioned.
The editorial assistant said I could just email her the article which I did. I did not go through an online submission process or sign a copyright 
agreement.
The article was accepted within about 5 weeks with a 4 line peer review which was largely just technical.
A few days later the proofs were sent me along with the invoice for $2700!
I sent them an email saying I was not in a position to pay the sum and that it had been an invited review, the fees never mentioned etc and that if 
I did not hear from them in 48 hours I would be withdrawing my article. There was no response in 48 hours so I sent an email saying I withdrew 
my article and I planned to submit it elsewhere, that I had never signed a copyright and they did not have any authority over the manuscript, I 
will forward that email separately. I received a response 1 week later, below, although it replied to the second last email I had sent.
I have checked the Journal of Antivirals and antiretrovirals website and the article is not published online including under “articles in press”.
I do not want to pay the money and ideally I would like to submit my article to another, reputable journal.
I realize I have been terribly naive and that you may not be in a position to offer any advice, but if you have any experience, in particular with 
what has ensued in such cases I would be grateful for it.
Best Wishes,
[Redacted]



From: Editor-htt [mailto:editor.htt@omicsonline.net]
Sent: 23 July 2014 15:38
To: [redacted]
Subject: Article Invitation for Special Issue: Alopecia Areata
Hair: Therapy & Transplantation
Dear Dr. [redacted],
Due to your many valuable contributions and significant expertise in the field, we would like to invite you to contribute 
articles addressing the Special Issue “Alopecia Areata” in 2014. Your enthusiasm and participation will greatly contribute to 
this special issue in 2014. We believe that this issue can be a significant milestone and hope that you are willing to 
contribute.
Special Issue: 2014
Alopecia Areata: Diagnosis, Pathogenesis and Treatment
Edited By [redacted]
Head of Trichology Division
[redacted]



–Allegato al messaggio inoltrato–
From: [redacted]
To: [redacted]
Subject: RE: Article Invitation for Special Issue: Alopecia Areata
Date: Wed, 23 Jul 2014 19:28:05 +0300
Dear prof. [redacted],
I wish good success to your special issue, but I fail to understand what makes you believe that I have done “many valuable 
contributions” and shown “significant expertise” that would qualify me as an author in the exciting field of alopecia, given 
that I am an ophthalmic surgeon.
Best regards,
[redacted]



From: [redacted]
Sent: 26 July 2014 15:51
To: [redacted]
Subject: FW: I: RE: Article Invitation for Special Issue: Alopecia Areata
Dear [redacted],
Thanks for your email to my father, Prof. [redacted]. unfortunately my father is not well and I personally wrote to 
the below person advising that he will not be able to contribute. They are clearly using my father’s name to write to 
other potential contributors, without even doing the appropriate checks. Please accept my apologies, but my father 
was not involved in the below. I will write a new email to them. Kind regards,
[Redacted]



From: Joseph G [mailto:authorproof-openaccess@omicsonline.com]
Sent: Thursday, 19 March 2015 7:51 PM
To: [Redacted
Subject: [Redacted]_Publication Withdrawal
Importance: High

Dear Dr. [Redacted],

Greetings from OMICS International !!!

We discussed with our management and humbly inform you that we agreed to withdraw your article.

We processed your article starting from quality Peer review process to QC, to xml and pdf conversion due to which 
the minimum processing fee should be paid.

You are requested to pay the minimum processing charges of $419.

We will withdraw your article as soon as possible.

Thanks & regards

Joseph G

OMICS International















If your paper has been published in any other 
platform, a new version of your paper for JAE must 
reflect at least 20% difference in content from the 
one published in the Conference Proceedings or 
any other journal.









Reviewer X
The paper provides a very thorough review of 
literatures. I appreciate the author to choose 
this type of topic for study. The paper is 
properly organized and demands appreciation. 
I think the paper will satisfy the interest of the 
readers





Update, 2015-01-21: Vlăduţescu’s Google 
Scholar account has been deleted. After this 
blog post was published, his number of 
citations changed from 1,711 to 150.









Article spinning





Métricas enganosas











RJ Factor is a unique index for ranking academic journals published by 
us in various disciplines. This is an algorithm that assigns score in the 
range of 0 to 8 to research journals and it is calculated based on 
available data and other statistics from different sources. RJ factor is 
used by institutions, librarians and researchers to rank our journals 
and this is equivalent to other available measures often used for 
ranking of scholarly journals





Paper mills (fábricas de artigos)









Sequestro de periódicos







Vanity press (publicações de vaidade)



Standard Package 200$
Online Professional Resume Creations.
Two Paper’s Published Within this cost.
“Publication Letter”, “Review 
Copy” and “Best Paper Award” also 
provided.
Free Domain Name .net .com and .org







Pseudociência e Junk science



HIV is not etiologically involved in AIDS. It is 
just a common retrovirus found in AIDS 

conjuncturally. There is only AIDS that may not 
be strictly associated neither to a primary 

immune deficiency nor to an acquired immune 
deficiency. Actually, heart failure represents 

the causal factor of AIDS and many other 
“primary” immune deficiencies (p. 1821).



The actual count of confirmed cases of congenital 
hypothyroidism (CH) from the California Public Health 
Department does not match the authors’ count 
because they disregarded the actual count given to 
them. Instead, the authors (1) invented their own 
definition of confirmed cases of CH, (2) 
misrepresented the real definition of CH, and (3) 
invented a fictitious diagnostic category of CH which 
they call “borderline cases. Unfortunately, the study is 
widely disseminated as the “proof” of the effect of 
Fukushima fallout on the west coast.





The Union of Concerned Scientists, indicates that the
scientists used the flawed models to make the beetle’s 
range appear smaller so it would not be a concern for the 
proposed fourth phase of the Keystone Pipeline System. 
Apparently, seeking a quick and easy publication, the 
authors sought out and used a journal from a predatory 
publisher. The Keystone Pipeline System is a highly 
controversial project that crosses a number of States.







Congressos falsos





Enquanto isso no Brasil...









254; 88%

35; 12%

Artigos Predatórios



Mensagem para as “presas”













Obrigado!
Daniel Brito

Lab Ecologia Aplicada e Conservação (http://aeclab.wix.com/leac)

brito.dan@gmail.com


